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Abstract
We provide a proof of the equivalence of N = 1 dynamics obtained by deforming
N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theories by addition of certain superpotential terms, with
that of type IIB superstring on Calabi-Yau threefold geometries with fluxes. In particular
we show that minimization of the superpotential involving gaugino fields is equivalent to
finding loci where Seiberg-Witten curve has certain factorization property. Moreover, by
considering the limit of turning off of the superpotential we obtain the full low energy
dynamics of N = 2 gauge systems from Calabi-Yau geometries with fluxes.
June 2002
1. Introduction
It was conjectured in [1] that large N dual of U(N) N = 2 gauge theory deformed by
certain superpotential terms is realized as type IIB string on Calabi-Yau threefolds with
fluxes. The evidence for this conjecture was provided by checking that the low energy
dynamics on both sides agree, at least up to the order checked. Namely the Calabi-
Yau geometry led to a superpotential for the gaugino fields, whose extremization yielded
information about the low energy dynamics. This was checked using the gauge theory
analysis beginning with the exact N = 2 answer and studying its deformation under the
addition of superpotential. The two objects look rather different. On the gauge theory
side one studies the Seiberg-Witten curve and its factorization locus, and on the geometry
side one studies extremization of a superpotential. The agreement for the low energy
dynamics (for example the tensions of the domain walls) was checked to some order in a
series expansion. It is natural to ask how to prove this equivalence to all orders, which may
also shed light on what it means to consider a factorization locus of the Seiberg-Witten
curve from the N = 1 perspective.
In this paper we find a proof of this equivalence. The idea is to relate the extremization
of the superpotential to the existence of some meromorphic function on the Riemann
surface with suitable divisors. This in turn is equivalent to specializing to the appropriate
factorization locus of the Seiberg-Witten curve.
We also push this idea further and recover the full N = 2 low energy dynamics for
U(N) gauge theory by considering a superpotential of degree N + 1 and considering the
locus where U(N) is broken down to U(1)N . By turning off the superpotential we go back
to a point on the Coulomb branch of the N = 2 theory, and we are able to obtain the full
low energy dynamics of the N = 2 theory from the Calabi-Yau geometry with fluxes. It
is quite interesting that in the limit of turning off the superpotential Calabi-Yau threefold
becomes the product of an A1 geometry with the complex plane, as is expected based
on the enhanced supersymmetry. Nevertheless the information of the N = 2 low energy
dynamics survives in this limit. For example the gauge coupling constants are given by
ratios of the periods of the Calabi-Yau threefold. Even though the periods vanish in this
limit, the ratios are finite and yield the N = 2 low energy gauge couplings.
The organization of this paper is as follows: In section 2 we discuss the gauge theory
analysis. In section 3 we recall the geometric dual and present a proof of its equivalence
with the gauge theory prediction. In section 4 we show how to recover the full N = 2
geometry from this setup. Some technical aspects of the computation are discussed in the
appendices A,B and C.
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2. Field theory analysis
In this section we will review the analysis of [1] giving rise to the exact low energy
superpotential of pure N = 2 U(N) Yang-Mills theory deformed to N = 1 by a tree level
superpotential for Φ given by,
Wtree =
n+1∑
i=1
giui (2.1)
where ui =
1
i
TrΦi.
The solution of this model is achieved by using the Seiberg-Witten curve of the original
N = 2 theory and going to the points on the Coulomb branch where the susy vacua are
not lifted by (2.1). As we will review below, this approach reduces the problem of finding
the low energy superpotential Wlow, that is only a function of gi’s and Λ (the scale of
the N = 2 theory), to a well posed factorization problem of a polynomial of degree N .
Note that one disadvantage for this method is that there is no direct way to integrate in
the gaugino superfields which are important in the low energy dynamics of the IR N = 1
theory. This disadvantage is resolved in the geometric dual description that we will review
in the next section.
Classically, the vacuum structure of the theory is very simple. Solutions to the F and
D-terms equations are given by Φ being diagonal with eigenvalues solutions of,
W ′(x) = gn+1x
n + . . .+ g1 = gn+1
n∏
i=1
(x− ai) = 0.
The different vacua are given by the different choices of the number Ni of eigenvalues of
Φ equal to ai. This is subject to the condition
∑n
i=1Ni = N and the gauge group U(N)
is broken down to U(N1) × . . . × U(Nn). Thus in the IR we end up with pure N = 1
Yang-Mills theory with the group U(N1)× . . .× U(Nn).
In the Coulomb branch, the N = 2 theory is described at low energies by an U(1)N
effective theory. All the relevant quantum corrections in the IR are given in terms of an
auxiliary Riemann surface and the periods of a particular meromorphic one form.
The SW curve for a pure U(N) gauge theory is given by [2],
y2 = PN (x)
2 − 4Λ2N
where PN (x, uk) =< det(xI − Φ) > and uk = 1kTrΦk.
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Once the tree level superpotential is introduced, all points in the Coulomb moduli
space are lifted except those for which N − n mutually local magnetic monopoles become
massless. The presence of the superpotential produces a condensate of monopoles and the
Higgs mechanism in the magnetic theory gives the expected confinement of the electric
N = 1 theory. Those points are where < uk >’s are solution to,
PN (x)
2 − 4Λ2N = F2n(x)H2N−n(x) (2.2)
where F2n(x) and HN−n(x) are at this point arbitrary polynomials with simple zeroes of
degrees 2n and N − n respectively. The fact that H2N−n(x) appears in the above signifies
the appearance of N − n mutually local massless magnetic monopoles. From the original
U(1)N only U(1)n remains unbroken and the corresponding coupling constants are given
by the period matrix of the reduced curve,
y2 = F2n(x).
These U(1)n can also be thought of as U(1) ⊂ U(Ni) for i = 1, . . . , n from the classically
unbroken group. On the other hand the pure N = 1 SU(Ni) piece confines in the IR, has
a mass gap and gaugino condensation, i.e, < TrSU(Ni)W
αWα >6= 0.
For U(N) the Coulomb moduli space has dimension N , parametrized for example by
the roots of PN (x). The condition (2.2) implies that N − n of those have to be tuned in
order to produce the N − n double roots on the RHS. This implies that (2.2) is satisfied
on a codimension N − n subspace of the Coulomb moduli space. Thus the factorization
condition (2.2) does not lead to a unique answer and there is an n parameter family of
such factorizations.
Thus, for this subspace < uk >’s are functions of n parameters. Plugging this in the
superpotential Wtree an effective superpotential is obtained for those n variables,
Weff =
n+1∑
k=1
gk < uk > . (2.3)
Using the field equations from varying (2.3) with respect to the n variables one could
get all < uk >’s as functions only of gi’s and Λ. Substituting back in Weff one gets
Wlow =Wlow(gi,Λ).
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However, it is possible to restate this latter extremization problem also in purely alge-
braic terms. In [1] it was shown that extremizing the effective superpotential is equivalent
to imposing, (for a review of the proof see appendix A)
g2n+1F2n(x) =W
′(x)2 + fn−1(x)
where fn−1(x) is a polynomial of degree n− 1 completely fixed by (2.2) as we will show.
Putting these two factorizations together we thus have a purely algebraic description
of the low energy dynamics of the N = 1 theory. The claim is that we end up with the
following problem which is well posed and has a unique answer: Find PN (x) such that,
P 2N (x)− 4Λ2N =
1
g2n+1
(W ′(x)2 + fn−1(x))H
2
N−n(x) (2.4)
where W ′(x) = gn+1
∏n
i=1(x− ai) is given, together with the following condition,
PN (x)→
n∏
i=1
(x− ai)Ni as Λ→ 0
It is interesting to notice that these polynomials are a generalization of Chebyshev
polynomials that are the solution to the problem for n = 1. The proof that the solution
to (2.4) is unique is given in appendix B.
Once Wlow(gr,Λ) =
∑n+1
r=1 gi < ui > is obtained, the following information can be
computed,
∂Wlow
∂gr
=< ui > and
∂Wlow
∂logΛ2N
=< S1 + . . .+ Sn > (2.5)
where Si ≡ TrSU(Ni)WαWα are the glueball superfields of each SU(Ni) factor.
It is possible to show that −4gn+1 < S1 + . . .+ Sn > is equal to the coefficient of the
xn−1 monomial of fn−1(x) in (2.4). This fact plays an important role in section 3 and its
proof is given at the end of appendix A.
3. Geometric dual analysis
In [1] a geometric dual to the field theory in the previous section was given. The dual
theory was conjectured to have all the IR holomorphic information of the original theory.
More explicitly, the coupling constants of the U(1) factors and the effective superpotential
for gaugino fields. These conjectures were tested in a semi-classical series expansion up to
several orders.
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In this section we will provide the proof that the gauge theoretic prediction for the low
energy (holomorphic) dynamics is in exact agreement with the geometric prediction. The
dual geometric description has the advantage of also providing the effective superpotential
for gaugino fields.
First a review of the geometric construction is given in order to set the notation and
then we show how the effective superpotential Weff(Sk) proposed in [1] gives equations
whose solution is completely equivalent to solving the problem proposed in the previous
section (2.4).
3.1. Review
The starting point is to geometrically engineer the N = 2 U(N) field theory deformed
by the superpotential term (2.1) as the theory living on the world volume of D5 branes
wrapping two cycles. We consider IIB string theory on a non-compact Calabi-Yau 3-fold.
The 3-fold is a fibration of an A1 ALE space over a complex plane withD5 branes wrapping
the nontrivial S2 in the blown up A1 singularity. At n isolated points the Calabi-Yau 3-fold
thus constructed is singular and can be smoothed out by blowing up S2’s or S3’s. Let us
discuss this geometry in more detail.
The geometry corresponding to the theory without superpotential, i.e., to the N = 2
theory is a product space of a complex plane with coordinate x and the A1 ALE space,
uv + w2 = 0.
In [3] it was shown that adding the tree level superpotential (2.1) to the field theory can
be accounted for by allowing a nontrivial fibration given by,
uv + w2 +W ′(x)2 = 0 (3.1)
where W ′(x) = gn+1Π
n
i=1(x − ai). At each point x = ai there is a blown up S2 and Ni
D5-branes wrapping around the S2.
The dual theory proposed in [1] is obtained via a geometric transition (as a general-
ization of the n = 1 case in [4]). The transitions takes place when the S2’s are blown down
and S3’s are blown up. The Ni D5 branes wrapping the S
2
i located at x = ai disappear
and get replaced by Ni units of HRR flux through the new non-trivial S
3
i .
The transition to S3’s corresponds to a complex deformation of the geometry. The
allowed deformations are computed by taking into account a normalizability condition.
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The volume of a minimal lagrangian 3-cycle is given by the absolute value of the integral
of the holomorphic 3-form over the cycle. In the non-compact geometry there are non-
compact 3-cycles Bi whose volumes are infinite and need a large distance cut off Λ0. The
deformations that will correspond to dynamical fields are those for which the corresponding
variation of the holomorphic form integrated over cycles will not depend on the cutoff Λ0.
This is needed for the mode to be localized. In other words,
limΛ0→∞
∂
∂bk
∫
Bi
Ω (3.2)
is finite, where bk’s are the coefficients of the deformation. Actually we also allow log
normalizable, i.e. allow divergence of the form logΛ0. This is deeply connected with
asymptotic freedom of the underlying gauge theory. This condition fixes the form of the
possible complex deformations of (3.1) to be,
uv + w2 +W ′(x)2 + fn−1(x) = 0
where,
fn−1(x) =
n−1∑
j=0
bjx
j .
The variation of bn−1 term corresponds to log normalizable term. Type IIB on this geom-
etry gives rise to an effective N = 2 U(1)n field theory in four dimensions. However, the
presence of fluxes induces electric and magnetic FI terms in the effective action allowing
for a spontaneous symmetry breaking to N = 1.
The effective superpotential for Calabi-Yau 3-folds with fluxes was considered in [5][6]
(see also the more recent work [7] ). This is given by
Weff =
∫
CY
H ∧ Ω
where H = HRR − τIIBHNS and Ω is the holomorphic three form of the CY 3-fold.
Let us choose a symplectic basis for three cycles Ai and Bi, with Ai identified with
the blown up S3i and Bi with the dual non-compact cycle to S
3
i . In terms of this basis the
superpotential corresponding to the classical vacuum1 where N =
∑n
i=1Ni, is given by,
Weff =
n∑
i=1
(∫
Ai
H
∫
Bi
Ω−
∫
Bi
H
∫
Ai
Ω
)
. (3.3)
1
We assume that Ni’s do not have a common factor
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Using the fact that the D5-branes have been replaced by fluxes we get,∫
Ai
H = Ni and
∫
Bi
H = τYM for i, j = 1, . . . , n. (3.4)
The second condition implies that
∫
Bi
H is a constant independent of i, and thus∫
Bi−Bj
H = 0. Note that since Bi cycles are non-compact
∫
Bi
H is actually infinite.
This IR divergence can be traced back to the original Yang-Mills UV divergence. This is
dealt with by the introduction of a cut off Λ0. Following the same steps we can identify
the constant with τYM(Λ0), the bare Yang-Mills coupling as was done in [4].
Plugging this in the superpotential (3.3),
Weff =
n∑
i=1
NiΠi + τYM(Λ0)
n∑
i=1
Si (3.5)
where, Si ≡
∫
Ai
Ω and Πi ≡
∫
Bi
Ω.
The Si and Πi period integrals can be shown to reduce to line integrals over the
complex x plane of the following effective one form,
λeff =
√
W ′(x)2 + fn−1(x)dx. (3.6)
There are 2n branch points on the x-plane with n branch cuts running between pairs
as shown in Figure 1. Si’s are integrals of λeff around the i-th branch cut, αi. On the
other hand, Πi’s are integrals from x = Λ0 on the lower sheet to x = Λ0 on the upper
sheet following Ci’s.
Adding the contours of all Si’s and deforming it to enclose x =∞, it is easy to show
that,
n∑
i=1
Si = − 1
4gn+1
bn−1
by computing the residue of the pole at infinity.
Therefore, the superpotential can be written as,
Weff =
n∑
i=1
NiΠi − τYM(Λ0)
1
4gn+1
bn−1.
The effective superpotential is only a function of Si’s for Πi =
∂F
∂Si
, where F =
F(S1, . . . , Sn) is the prepotential of the CY 3-fold. The field equations are given by,
∂Weff(Sk)
∂Si
= 0 for i = 1, . . . , n.
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However, it turns out to be more useful to use a change of variables from {S1, . . . , Sn} to
{bn−1, . . . , b0}, which is generically non-singular.
With the change of variables, the field equations are given by,
n∑
i=1
Ni
∂Πi
∂bn−1
− τYM(Λ0)
4gn+1
= 0 and
n∑
i=1
Ni
∂Πi
∂bj
= 0 for j = 0, . . . , n− 2. (3.7)
P
C1
C2 Cn−1 Cn
α1 α2 αn−1 αn
Q
Figure 1:Contours of integration. The points P and Q represent Λ0 on the upper and lower
sheets of the Riemann surface.
3.2. Conjectures
Let us recall the conjectures made in [1]. Consider the original N = 2 U(N) theory in
the classical vacuum where U(N) is broken down to U(N1)× . . .× U(Nn). As mentioned
in section 2, each factor U(Ni) = U(1)× SU(Ni) in the IR is expected to give a free U(1)
and gaugino condensate for the confining SU(Ni) piece, i.e., < TrSU(Ni)W
αWα >6= 0.
The holomorphic information, as mentioned before, is composed of the coupling con-
stants τij of the U(1)
n factors and the effective superpotential for the glueball fields
Sgfi = TrSU(Ni)W
αWα where (gf) stands for glueball field.
The duality map is the following: the N = 2 U(1)n vector superfields in the Calabi-
Yau with blown up S3 that can be decomposed in N = 1 superfield notation as (W iα, Si),
are identified with the U(1)n W iα and S
gf
i of the original theory respectively. Namely,
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the lowest component of the glueball field Sgfi is the holomorphic volume of the S
3
i , i.e,
Si =
∫
Ai
Ω.
With this identification two physical predictions follow which can be stated as math-
ematical conjectures, namely
Conjecture 1: The coupling constants τij of the original U(1)
n groups are given in
the dual geometry by,
τij =
∂2F
∂Si∂Sj
∣∣∣∣
Sk→<Sk>
where < Sk > are the expectation values of the massive Si fields. More precisely, in the
original field theory, the overall U(1) ⊂ U(N) decouples from the other U(1)n−1’s. In an
appropriate basis the couplings are given by,
τij with i, j = 1, . . . , n− 1 τi,n = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n and τnn = τYM(Λ0)
where τij is the period matrix of the reduced SW curve, y
2 = W ′(x)2 + fn−1(x) solution
to (2.4).
Conjecture 2: Solving the problem (2.4) to find fn−1(x) and < TrΦ
k > for k =
1, . . . , n+1 is equivalent to solving the field equations (3.7) arising from the dual effective
superpotential (3.5). In particular, fn−1(x) appearing in the geometry is the same as that
appearing in the field theory and
Weff(< Si >) =Wlow(gi,Λ).
In the next section we will give first the proof to conjecture 2 and then using the
relation between the geometries conjecture 1 will be shown to follow.
3.3. Proof of conjectures
Consider the effective superpotential,
Weff =
∫
CY
H ∧ Ω
where the CY 3-fold is given by, uv + w2 +W ′(x)2 + fn−1(x) = 0. Recall that fn−1(x) =
bn−1x
n−1 + . . .+ b0.
The field equations are obtained by varying with respect to the deformations bk,
∂Weff
∂bk
=
∫
CY
H ∧ ∂Ω
∂bk
= 0.
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After integrating over the quadratic pieces in the geometry the integral over the CY-
3-fold is reduced to an integral over a Riemann surface Γ,
y2 =W ′(x)2 + fn−1(x) (3.8)
There are two special points on Γ for our discussion, they are located at the two pre-images
of ∞ of x. Let us denote them by P and Q.
In section 3.1 we denoted the reduction of Ω to a one form over Γ by,
λeff =
√
W ′(x)2 + fn−1(x)dx.
Let us also introduce a one form h for the reduction of H,
h =
∫
S2
H.
Note that h is subject to constraints coming from (3.4), namely,∮
αi
h = Ni and
∫
Ci
h = τYM →
∮
Ci−Cj
h = 0 (3.9)
for all i and j in {1, . . . , n}. See figure 1 for the definition of αi’s and Ci’s.
Moreover, it is clear by adding up the αi contours that,∮
P
h = N and
∮
Q
h = −N, (3.10)
where the integrals run over a path enclosing P and Q respectively. Therefore h should
have precisely a pole of order 1 at P and Q with residue N and −N respectively.
On the Riemann surface the extremization of the superpotential gives∫ ∫
Γ
h ∧ ∂λeff
∂bk
= 0 for k = 0, . . . , n− 2, n− 1. (3.11)
Notice that ∂λeff
∂bk
for k = 0, . . . , n − 2 are holomorphic one forms on Γ. These form a
complete basis of holomorphic one forms. Therefore by the Riemann bilinear identities
(3.11) is satisfied if and only if h is a holomorphic one form on Γ− {P,Q}. This will also
make the equation for varying of bn−1 satisfied on Γ−{P,Q}. But for all bk variations we
also need to consider the potential contribution of the integral (3.11) from P,Q. By using
the Riemann bilinear identity this is equivalent to the contribution∮
P
h
∫ Q
P
∂λeff
∂bk
−
∮
P
∂λeff
∂bk
∫ Q
P
h = 0. (3.12)
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Using (3.10) and (3.9) we can write this as
N
∫ Q
P
∂λeff
∂bk
−
∮
P
∂λeff
∂bk
τYM = 0. (3.13)
For k = 1, ..., n−2 the second term vanishes because ωk = ∂λeff∂bk is a holomorphic one form.
Thus we obtain
N
∫ Q
P
ωk = 0. (3.14)
Note that this is well defined up to addition of periods, depending on which path one takes
from P to Q. This equation implies, according to Abel’s theorem that there must be a
meromorphic function on Γ with an N -th order zero on P and an N -th order pole on Q.
For k = n − 1, since ωn−1 = 1gn+1 ∂λeff∂bn−1 ∼ dx/x as x → ∞, we have to introduce a cutoff
Λ0, as discussed before. We obtain
N
∫ Q
P
ωn−1 − τYM = 0
where the first term gives 2N log[Λ/Λ0] for some Λ (depending on bi) and we obtain∫ Q
P
h = τYM = 2N log[Λ/Λ0] (3.15)
Now that we have translated the field equations (3.11) into the existence of a holomor-
phic one form h on Γ with certain properties, and the existence of a meromorphic function
with divisor N [P −Q] the final step is to find fn−1(x) such that Γ defined by (3.8) admits
such an h and such a meromorphic function.
We will now show that these exist if fn−1(x) is such that the following is true,(
W ′2(x) + fn−1(x)
)
H2N−n(x) = g
2
n+1(PN (x)
2 − γ2). (3.16)
for some HN−n(x) and PN (x), where PN (x)→
∏n
i=1(x− ai)Ni as γ → 0. The factor gn+1
is introduced only to normalize the coefficient of xN in PN (x) to one.
Consider, the function z on Γ, defined by,
z = PN (x)− 1
gn+1
yHN−n(x).
Note that due to (3.16), z satisfies the following equation on Γ:
z − 2PN (x) + γ
2
z
= 0. (3.17)
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z has a zero of order N at P and a pole of order N at Q. This is one condition we needed
to satisfy. Moreover, z does not have any zeros or poles in Γ− {P,Q}. This follows from
(3.17). This implies that 12pii
dz
z
satisfies (3.10). We claim that,
h =
1
2πi
dz
z
.
We need to check that the conditions (3.9) are satisfied. In order to compute the periods
of h = 1
2pii
dz
z
over αk’s notice that the answer is independent of γ. This is because z is a
well defined function on Γ−{P,Q}, and its phases can change only by an integer multiple
of 2πi. This implies that the evaluation can be performed in the limit γ → 0.∮
αk
dz
z
=
∮
αk
d(log z) =
∮
αk
d(log(2PN (x)|γ→0)).
But PN (x)|γ→0 =
∏n
j=1(x− aj)Nj and therefore,∮
αk
h =
1
2πi
∮
αk
dz
z
= Nk
1
2πi
∮
αk
d(log(x− ai)) = Nk.
We can also compute
∫
Ci−Cj
dz
z
. This can be done using the same argument as before
and realizing that going around the Ci − Cj cycle we do not cross any branch cut of the
log(x− ai) functions. Hence, ∮
Ci−Cj
dz
z
= 0.
Finally, we have to check (3.15) which relates γ to the parameters of the original Yang-
Mills theory. From the definition of z we see that the γ gets identified with γ = ±2ΛN .
In order to complete the proof of the second conjecture we only have to show that
Weff (< Sk >) =Wlow(bk,Λ).
The final result in section 2, showed from field theory that,
∂Wlow
∂logΛ2N
= − 1
4gn+1
bn−1.
where bn−1 is the coefficient of x
n−1 in fn−1(x) from field theory. However, we also have
that,
∂Weff(< Sk >)
∂logΛ2N
= − 1
4gn+1
bn−1
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where bn−1 is the coefficient of x
n−1 in fn−1(x) from the CY 3-fold. Given that we have
shown that the two polynomials fn−1(x) are equal, the following is true,
∂Weff(< Sk >)
∂logΛ2N
=
∂Wlow(b
′
ks,Λ)
∂logΛ2N
. (3.18)
Finally, showing that Weff(< Sk >)|Λ→0 is equal to Wlow(gk,Λ → 0) will complete
the proof. From section 2, taking Λ→ 0 is the classical limit and
Wlow(gk,Λ→ 0) =
n∑
i=1
Ni
n+1∑
k=1
1
k
gka
k
i .
On the other hand, from the geometry, setting Λ to zero gives fn−1(x) = 0 and the effective
one form simplifies λeff = ydx = W
′(x)dx. Taking into account that bn−1 goes to zero as
a polynomial in Λ we get that the second term in the effective superpotential (3.5) given
by τYM(Λ0) < S1 + . . .+ Sn > goes to zero in the limit. Notice that we could add to our
definition of Weff (3.5) an arbitrary function of the form,
(N1 +N2 + . . .+Nn)G(g
′
ks,Λ0)
which is Λ independent and does not affect the validity of (3.18). Such an addition does
not have any effect on physical quantities. It does not affect the field equations because
it is an additive constant to the superpotential. Having shown that such an addition is
harmless, let us choose G(g′ks,Λ0) =W (Λ0). Therefore taking the limit Λ→ 0 we get,
Weff(< Sk >) = −
n∑
i=1
Ni
∫ Λ0
ai
W ′(x)dx+NW (Λ0) =
n∑
i=1
Ni
n+1∑
k=1
1
k
gka
k
i .
This completes the proof of the second conjecture.
Coupling constants for U(1)n
In order to establish conjecture 1 we only have to show that the couplings in the dual
theory given by,
τij =
∂2F
∂Si∂Sj
in some appropriate basis decompose into the period matrix of the auxiliary Riemann
surface Γ and the coupling of original U(N) theory τYM(Λ0).
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The change of basis is easy to guess if we look at the field equations from (3.5),
∂
∂Sj
n∑
i=1
NiΠi + τYM(Λ0) = 0 for j = 1, . . . , n
using that Πi =
∂F
∂Si
the equations can be written as,
∂
∂Sj
n∑
i=1
Ni
∂
∂Si
F = −τYM(Λ0).
From this it is natural to define basis {S12, S23, . . . , Sn−1,n , S+} such that,
∂
∂S+
=
n∑
i=1
Ni
∂
∂Si
and
∂
∂Si,i+1
=
∂
∂Si
− ∂
∂Si+1
In this new basis the field equations become,
τi,+ =
∂2
∂Si,i+1∂S+
F = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n− 1 and τ++ = ∂
2
∂S2+
F = − 1
N
τYM(Λ0).
Finally, we only have to show that the remaining elements of τij give the period matrix
of Γ. Consider,
τij =
∂2
∂Si,i+1∂Sj,j+1
F = ∂
∂Si,i+1
(Πj − Πj+1) (3.19)
From figure 1 it is clear that Πj − Πj+1 =
∫
Cj−Cj+1
ydx is an integral over a compact
cycle. One more change of variables is needed. Let the new independent variables be
{b0, . . . , bn−1}. Using this, (3.19) becomes,
τij =
n−2∑
k=0
∂bk
∂Si,i+1
∂
∂bk
(∫
Cj−Cj+1
ydx
)
+
∂bn−1
∂Si,i+1
∂
∂bn−1
(∫
Cj−Cj+1
ydx
)
. (3.20)
However, recalling that bn−1 = −4(S1+ . . .+Sn) = −4S+ the second term drops out since
∂bn−1
∂Si,i+1
= 0.
Using that y2 =W ′(x)2 + bn−1x
n−1 + . . .+ b1x+ b0 it is easy to see that,
∂
∂bk
(ydx) =
1
2
xk
y
dx for k = 0, . . . , n− 2
forms a basis of holomorphic one forms over Γ. Moreover, Si,i+1 =
∫
γi
ydx, with γi
integral linearly independent combinations of αj ’s. Together, (γi, Ci − Ci+1) form a basis
for H1(Γ,Z). Therefore, τij given in (3.20) is a period matrix of Γ. This completes the
proof of the conjectures.
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4. Derivation of the Seiberg-Witten solution for N = 2 U(N) from Fluxes
The N = 1 theories we have studied up to now are deformations of pure N = 2 U(N)
Yang-Mills. It is natural to ask to what extent one can recover information of the original
N = 2 theory as the deformation is turned off. This is the main issue we want to address
in this part of the paper.
The idea is to look for deformations Wtree that will provide information about an
arbitrary Coulomb point of the original U(N) theory. This will turn out to be a potential
of degree N + 1,
Wtree =
N+1∑
k=1
gk
k
TrΦk
and we consider the vacuum which breaks U(N) to U(1)N generically. In this vacuum Φ
is given by diag(a1, . . . , aN), where ai’s are defined by,
W ′(x) = gN+1x
N + . . .+ g1 = gN+1
N∏
k=1
(x− ai).
The limit that allows us to get back to the N = 2 theory is gN+1 → 0 while keeping ai’s
fixed. The ai’s will correspond to a generic point in the Coulomb branch of the N = 2
theory. It is natural to suggest that all N = 2 information, if any, in the N = 1 theory will
have to come from quantities that do not depend on gN+1. Moreover, intrinsically N = 1
objects like gaugino vev’s will all vanish as gN+1 → 0.
4.1. Seiberg-Witten Curve
We will see first how the N = 2 curve arises as a solution to the field equations (3.7)
of the effective superpotential (3.5) for gaugino fields Si’s.
Let us rewrite (3.5) using Ni = 1 for i = 1, . . . , N ,
Weff (S1, . . . , SN ) =
N∑
i=1
Πi + τYM(Λ0)
N∑
i=1
Si.
where Πi =
∂F
∂Si
and F is the prepotential of the CY 3-fold,
uv + w2 +W ′(x)2 + fN−1(x) = 0.
In this case the field equations arising from the superpotential are hard to solve. The main
problem being the determination of the prepotential F . However, they can be solved for
any Ni’s in a semi-classical expansion. See appendix C for examples.
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Luckily, in this case the factorization problem (2.4) is trivial and in section 3 we gave
a general proof of the equivalence of the two. So we can simply use (2.4) with n = N to
get,
P 2N (x)− 4Λ2N =
1
g2N+1
(
W ′(x)2 + bN−1(Λ)x
N−1 + . . .+ b0(Λ)
)
.
From this we get that bk(Λ) = 0 for k = 1, . . . , N − 1 and b0 = −4gN+1Λ2N is a solution.
In appendix B we show that this is indeed the unique solution. Therefore, W ′(x) =
gN+1PN (x) = gN+1 < det(xI − Φ) >.
This implies that the vev’s of the Casimirs uk =
1
k
TrΦk are not modified quantum
mechanically and < uk >= (uk)class. Let us check that this is indeed the case from the
low energy superpotential of the dual theory, i.e. Weff (< S1 >, . . . , < SN >).
The effective superpotential after minimization procedure can be used to compute the
quantum expectation value of the Casimir operator < uk > as well as the expectation
value of < S >=< S1 + . . .+ SN > as follows,
∂Weff
∂gk
=< uk > and
∂Weff
∂LogΛ2N
=< S >
But we know from the solution to the field equations that the expectation value of < S >
is zero because it is proportional to bN−1. This implies that Weff(< S1 >, . . . , < SN >) is
not a function of Λ and therefore it can be computed at any value, in particular, at Λ = 0.
This implies that,
Weff (< S1 >, . . . , < SN >) =Wclass(gl)
Therefore,
∂Weff(gl)
∂gk
= (uk)class
as it should be consistent with the result from the curve. Now recall that the geometry of
the Calabi-Yau 3 fold after the transitions is given by,
uv + w2 +W ′(x)2 + fN−1(x) = 0.
Using the result of minimizing the superpotential we get,
uv + w2 + g2N+1
(
PN (x)
2 − 4Λ2N) = 0.
There are several interesting observations to make from this: Notice that the auxiliary
Riemann surface Γ used to compute periods is exactly equal to the Seiberg-Witten curve
for pure N = 2 U(N) after absorbing a factor of gN+1 in the definition of y.
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This is surprising given that we expect to recover the N = 2 answer only when gN+1
is taken to zero. However, the SW curve is the solution to the field equations for all gN+1.
Moreover, for gN+1 → 0, the geometry of the CY 3-fold reduces to that of an A1 singularity
trivially fibered over the x-plane as expected from enhanced supersymmetry in this limit.
This looks like the classical limit of the N = 2 theory, and so one would like to see how
the exact quantum N = 2 answer is recovered.
Let us consider in more detail the way periods Si’s and Πi’s of the holomorphic three
form over Ai’s and Bi’s cycles depend on gN+1. As mentioned in section 3 the periods can
be written as integrals of an effective one form (3.6) over the x-complex plane.
λeff =
√
W ′(x)2 + fN−1(x)dx = gN+1
√
P (x)2 − 4Λ2Ndx
The contours of integration only depend on the position of the branching points ai’s. This
implies that, 1
gN+1
Si and
1
gN+1
Πi are independent of gN+1. The N = 1 fields Si and Πi
go to zero in the limit gN+1 → 0. Recall that the U(1)N couplings in the dual theory are
given by,
τij =
∂
∂Si
Πj =
∂
∂
(
1
gN+1
Si
) ( 1
gN+1
Πj
)
and therefore are trivially gN+1 independent. Furthermore, as discussed in section 3, in a
suitable basis {S12, S23, . . . , SN−1,N , S+} defined by,
∂
∂Si,i+1
=
∂
∂Si
− ∂
∂Sj
and S+ = S1 + S2 + . . .+ SN
the U(1) coupling τ++ ≡ ∂2F∂S2
+
= − 1
N
τYM(Λ0) decouples, i.e, τ+i = 0 for i = 1, . . . , N − 1
and τij ≡ ∂2F∂Si,i+1∂Sj,j+1 is equal to the period matrix of y2 = PN (x)2 − 4Λ2N .
We have thus recovered the U(1)N coupling constants of the N = 2 theory that are
originally given by τ++ = − 1N τYM(Λ0) and τij = ∂aDj∂ai .
4.2. N = 2 dyons
The N = 2 data also contains information about the mass of BPS particles. It
is therefore interesting to see how this data comes out of our N = 1 theory. At first
sight this seems not to be possible given that in the N = 1 theory dyons are not BPS
states. However we will see that the key is to realize that the dual theory contains non
zero fluxes of H = HRR + τIIBHNS through 3-cycles. This three form carries nontrivial
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information because, as we will show, its integral over S2 in the fiber is gN+1 independent.
Of course, the computation of the exact mass of the dyons is conceptually correct only
when gN+1 → 0.
Let us start by identifying the electric and magnetic objects of the N = 2 system
before and after the transition. Consider first the geometry before the transition with one
D5 brane wrapping each S2i , where S
2
i is the non-trivial element in H2 of the A1 fiber
located at x = ai. These are the points where the holomorphic volume αi is zero i.e. the
solutions to the classical field equations obtained from Wtree. Here we are considering the
case where the kahler volume is also zero but the stringy volume is non zero due to the
contribution of BNS .
If gN+1 → 0 we expect the fibration to become trivial. The geometry is just the
product of the x-complex plane and the A1 ALE space where the singularity is resolved
only by BNS and BRR. These fluxes are clearly constant. D5 branes are still wrapping
the S2 at the same locations in the x-plane, therefore we are at some point in the Coulomb
branch of the classical N = 2 U(N) theory. At this generic point the gauge group is
broken down to U(1)N . The electric and magnetic particles can be easily identified as
follows. W -bosons with charges (1,−1) under U(1)i × U(1)j are identified with open
strings stretching between D5 branes at x = ai and x = aj . Given that the fibration
is trivial, the mass of such a string is simply its tension times its length m = |ai − aj |.
A magnetic object, on the other hand, can be identified with a D3 brane wrapping a
3-chain given by S2 × Iij , where Iij is the interval in the x-plane from ai to aj. Its
mass is given by the volume of the 3-chain times the tension of the brane. The mass
is therefore given by m =
∣∣∫
S2
(τIIBBNS +BRR)
∣∣ |ai − aj|. Recall that the holomorphic
coupling of the 4 dimensional field theory is given by τYM =
∫
S2
(τIIBBNS+BRR), therefore
m = |τYM(ai − aj)|. This is also the result from field theory classically.
It is important to keep in mind that τYM is constant only in the classical theory.
Quantum mechanically we expect B to vary over x-plane. Thus the mass will be given by
an integral over the path in the x-complex plane joining ai to aj times the B-field over
each point. Let us now write the central charge Zm instead of the mass m =
√
2|Zm|.
Therefore,
Zm =
∫
Iij
∫
S2
B ∧ dx (4.1)
where we have defined B = τIIBBNS +BRR.
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As gN+1 is turned on, the IR physics is described by the geometry after the transition
where D5 branes wrapping 2-cycles have been replaced by fluxes over the new 3-cycles.
As the S2i and S
2
j are blown down the 3-chain S
2× Iij on which the D3 was wrapped
becomes a 3-cycle given by Bi−Bj . In terms of the basic cycles in the auxiliary Riemann
surface Γ this is the same as βi − βj and the integral (4.1) can be written as,
Zm =
∮
βi
∫
S2
B ∧ dx−
∮
βj
∫
S2
B ∧ dx.
Integrating by parts in order to bring in H = dB = HRR + τHNS ,
Zm =
∫
(βi−βj)×S2
x H. (4.2)
This formula for the BPS mass is only valid in the limit gN+1 → 0. The reason being that
only when the geometry becomes a trivial fibration, the kahler volume of the S2 and the
complex volume of the interval Iij combine.
We are only left with the computation of the one form h ≡ ∫
S2
H in the dual geometry.
But recall from section 3.3 that such a one form was found in the general case to be given
by (3.17),
h =
1
2πi
dz
z
with z − 2PN (x) + 4Λ
2N
z
= 0. (4.3)
This was derived from the constraints,∫
Ai
H = Ni = 1 and
∫
Bi
H = τYM(Λ0)
where τYM(Λ0) is the bare Yang-Mills coupling of the original N = 2 theory. It is clear
from the definition of z that dz
z
is independent of gN+1 as required.
Finally, substituting (4.3) in (4.2) we get,
Zm =
∮
βi
x
dz
z
−
∮
βj
x
dz
z
from which it is possible to identify the Seiberg-Witten differential,
λSW = x
dz
z
= x
P ′N (x)dx√
P 2N (x)− 4Λ2N
and the mass of the magnetic monopole as m = |aDi − aDj |.
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The electric particle is harder to identify in the dual geometry. However, using the
identification between U(1)N in the original theory and the U(1)N in the dual geometry,
we can use the charges as a hint to identify the state. Wij-boson are charged under
U(1)i×U(1)j with charges (1,−1). Therefore, it is natural to propose that the fundamental
string stretched between the D5-brane at x = ai and the D5-brane at x = aj corresponds
to a fundamental string stretched between a D3 brane wrapping S3i and an anti-D3 brane
wrapping S3j . The consistency of this argument relies heavily on the fact that there is one
unit of HRR flux through each S
3, leading to a fundamental string charge once a D3 brane
is wrapped over it. As for the BPS mass for electric states, this should agree with the
gauge predictions, because we have already argued that aDi and τij agree and we have the
fundamental N = 2 relation
∂aDi
∂aj
= τij .
4.3. Generalizations
A natural generalization of these ideas is to consider the case of the quiver theories
studied in [8]. We leave the study of this large class of examples to the reader. It is quite
satisfactory to see this merging of holomorphic techniques in studying vacuum structures
for N = 1 and N = 2 gauge systems via a geometric realization in string theory and it
would be worthwhile studying more examples of how this works, which we leave to the
interested reader.
Appendix A. Proof of g2n+1F2n(x) =W
′(x)2 + fn−1(x)
In this section we will review the proof given in [1] for the reformulation of the su-
perpotential extremization in the gauge theory setup. The idea is to formulate the whole
problem in terms of a superpotential with the conditions for massless monopoles imposed
as constraints. Clearly the condition,
PN (x)
2 − 4Λ2N = F2n(x)H2N−n(x) (A.1)
is equivalent to,
PN (pi) + ǫi2Λ
N = 0 and P ′N (pi) = 0
for HN−n(x) =
∏N−n
i=1 (x− pi) and ǫi = ±1.
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The total superpotential can then be written as,
W =
n∑
i=1
grur +
N−n∑
i=1
[
Li(PN (x)|x=pi − 2ǫiΛN ) +Qi
∂
∂x
PN (x)|x=pi
]
(A.2)
Notice that l is arbitrary now but it will turn out to be l ≥ N −n. The Li, Qi, and pi are
treated as Lagrange multipliers.
The variation of (A.2) with respect to pi gives
Qi
∂2PN
∂x2
∣∣∣∣
x=pi
= 0, (A.3)
where we used the Qi constraint to eliminate the term involving Li. For generic gr, the
RHS of (A.1) has some double roots, but no triple or higher roots; therefore (A.3) implies
that 〈Qi〉 = 0. Since the 〈Qi〉 = 0, the variation of (A.2) with respect to all ur is
gr +
N−n∑
i=1
N∑
j=0
Lip
N−j
i
∂si
∂ur
, (A.4)
with the understanding that the gr = 0 for r > n+1. Using that PN (x) =< det(xI−Φ) >
and
det(xI − Φ) = xNexp
(
tr log(I − 1
x
Φ)
)∣∣∣∣
+
= xNexp
(
−
∞∑
n=1
un
xn
)∣∣∣∣∣
+
=
∞∑
l=0
xN−lsl
∣∣∣∣∣
+
where
∑∞
k=−∞ ckx
k
∣∣
+
=
∑∞
k=0 ckx
k, one can easily show that,
∂sj
∂uk
= −sj−k. Therefore,
(A.4) becomes
gr =
N−n∑
i=1
N∑
j=0
Lip
N−j
i sj−r. (A.5)
We should also impose the Li and Qi constraints in (A.2). These equations and (A.5) fix
the 〈ur〉, 〈Li〉, 〈pi〉, and 〈Qi〉 as functions of the gr and Λ. The 〈Li〉 are proportional to
the expectation values 〈qiq˜i〉 of the l ≥ N − n condensed, mutually local, monopoles.
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Following a similar argument in [9], we multiply (A.5) by xr and sum:
W ′(x) =
N∑
r=1
grx
r−1
=
N∑
r=1
l∑
i=1
N∑
j=0
xr−1pN−ji sj−rLi
=
N∑
r=−∞
l∑
i=1
N∑
j=0
xr−1pN−ji sj−rLi − 2LΛNx−1 +O(x−2)
=
l∑
i=1
N∑
j=−∞
PN (x; 〈u〉)xj−N−1pN−ji Li − 2LΛNx−1 +O(x−2)
=
l∑
i=1
PN (x; 〈u〉)
x− pi Li − 2LΛ
Nx−1 +O(x−2).
(A.6)
We define L ≡∑li=1 Liǫi. Defining, as in [9], the order l − 1 polynomial Bl−1(x) by
l∑
i=1
Li
x− pi =
Bl−1(x)
Hl(x)
, (A.7)
with Hl(x) the polynomial appearing in (A.1), we thus have
W ′(x) + 2LΛNx−1 = Bl−1(x)
√
F2N−2l(x) +
4Λ2N
Hl(x)2
+O(x−2). (A.8)
Since the highest order term in W ′(x) is gn+1x
n, we see that Bl−1(x) should actually be
order n−N+l. This shows that l ≥ N−n and, in particular, for l = N−n, BN−n−1 = gn+1
is a constant. Squaring (A.8) gives
g2n+1F2n =W
′(x)2 + 4gn+1LΛ
Nxn−1 +O(xn−2). (A.9)
We have found, g2n+1F2n =W
′(x)2 + fn−1(x).
Notice that after varying with respect to all the Lagrange multipliers and solving the
equations; < Li >, < Qi >, and < pi > will be functions of gi and Λ.
Let us now proof the statement made at the end of section 2. There it was claimed
that −4gn+1 < S1 + . . .+ Sn > is equal to the coefficient of the xn−1 term in fn−1(x).
Consider the term in the superpotential (A.2),
N−n∑
i=1
(−2ǫiLi) ΛN ≡ −2LΛN .
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This tells us that after integrating out pi’s, Qi’s, ui’s, and Li’s, and W becomes equal to
Wlow, then,
∂Wlow
∂logΛ2N
=
∂W
∂logΛ2N
= −ΛN < L > .
From (2.5),
∂Wlow
∂logΛ2N
=< S1 + . . .+ Sn >
we get,
n∑
i=1
< Si >= −ΛN < L > .
Finally, using (A.9) we see that,
fn−1(x) = 4gn+1LΛ
Nxn−1 +O(xn−2).
From which the statement we wanted to prove follows.
Appendix B. Proof of Uniqueness
We want to understand to what extent our answer for the curves is unique, let us
assume that the following equation holds,
W˜ ′(x)2 + b˜n−1x
n−1 + . . .+ b˜0 =W
′(x)2 + bn−1x
n−1 + . . .+ b0
where W ′(x) = xn + s1x
n−1 + . . .+ sn and W˜
′(x) = xn + s˜1x
n−1 + . . .+ s˜n.
Consider the Riemann surface defined by,
y2 =W ′(x)2 + bn−1x
n−1 + . . .+ b0. (B.1)
It is not difficult to show that if C is a closed contour around x = ∞ on the upper sheet
that does not contain any of the branching points, then,
sk =
1
2πi
∮
C
xk−1−nydx (B.2)
This can be shown by expanding y(x) around x =∞ and reading the residue. From (B.2)
we conclude that sk = s˜k.
It is also possible to see that,
1
2
bl =
1
2πi
∮
C
(xl−1 + s1x
l−2 + . . .+ sl−1)ydx.
Therefore, using that sk = s˜k we conclude that bl = b˜l.
We have shown that if the hyperelliptic curve can be written as (B.1) then the form
of the curve is unique.
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Appendix C. Calculability
We have shown how the superpotential equations are equivalent to finding a solution
to problem stated in (2.4). However, we have not shown how this can be used to find the
solution. In this appendix we will show that the equations from our effective superpotential
are solvable in a systematic expansion in Λ around the semi-classical regime.
The superpotential (3.5),
Weff =
n∑
i=1
NiΠi + τYM(Λ0)
n∑
i=1
Si
is only a function of Si’s. The periods over the non-compact cycles can be computed in
terms of the prepotential of the CY 3-fold F = F(S1, . . . , Sn) by Πi = ∂F(S
′
ks)
∂Si
.
The main advantage of the geometric approach is that the prepotential does not
depend on Ni’s and once it is found the problem is solved for any splitting N =
∑n
i=1Ni.
The semi-classical approximation in geometric language means that the deformation
of W ′(x)2 = Πni=1(x − ai)2 by W ′(x)2 + fn−1(x) = Πni=1(x − a+i )(x − a−i ) is such that,
|ai − aj | ≫ |a+k − a−k | for any {i, j, k}. The first step is to rewrite the effective one form,
λeff =
√
W ′(x)2 + fn−1(x) =
n∏
i=1
√
(x− Ai)2 − δ2i
The compact and non-compact periods Sj and Πj are computed by changing variables
to y = x− Aj and writing,
λeff =
√
y2 − δ2j
∏
k 6=j
(y +Aj − Ak)
∏
i6=j
√
1−
(
δj
y + Aj − Ai
)2
.
Expanding the square roots in the product one gets an infinite power series in δi’s times√
y2 − δ2j . Integrals of the form,∫ √
y2 − δ2j
∏
k 6=j
(y +Aj − Ak)lk
where lk are arbitrary integers, can be done in closed form.
The second step is to write the new variables {A1, . . . , An, δ1, . . . , δn} in terms of
mixed ones {a1, . . . , an, δ1, . . . , δn}. This is done by equating the x2n, . . . , xn coefficients
of W ′(x)2 + fn−1(x) and of
∏n
i=1((x− Ai)2 − δ2i ). This can be done order by order in δ’s
by solving linear systems of equations.
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Finally, using Si’s as functions of {a1, . . . , an, δ1, . . . , δn} one can invert the re-
lations to get δk’s as functions of {a1 . . . , an, S1 . . . , Sn}. Substituting this in Πi =
Πi(a1, . . . , an, δ1, . . . , δn) one gets Πi = Πi(a1 . . . , an, S1 . . . , Sn). The inversion process
can also be done order by order by solving linear systems of equations.
In [1] this procedure was carried out for n = 2 with the following result,
Π1 = . . .+ S1(log
S1
g∆
− 1) + 2S2 log∆− 2(S1 + S2) logΛ0+
+ g(∆)3
[
1
(g∆3)2
(
2S21 − 10S1S2 + 5S22
)
+O
(
S3
(g∆3)3
)]
where the ellipses stand for terms independent of Si’s, ∆ = a1 − a2, g = g3 and Λ0 is a
large distance cut off. Π2 can be found by replacing all 1’s by 2’s and vice versa.
In this case the parameters of the classical superpotential at each order only enter in
an overall coefficient (g∆3)−n.
A much more interesting structure can be found for n = 3. In order to give the
expression of the non-compact periods, a small change in notations has been introduced.
(1, 2, 3) will be replaced by (a, b, c) and W ′(x) = (x− a1)(x− a2)(x− a3) will be replaced
by W ′(x) = (x− α)(x− β)(x− γ). In terms of the new notation we have,
Πa = . . .−Sa(1−logSa)+(2Sb−Sa) log(α−β)+(2Sc−Sa) log(α−β)−2(Sa+Sb+Sc) logΛ
+haaS
2
a + hbbS
2
b + hccS
2
c + habSaSb + hacSaSc + hbcSbSc +O(S3)
with,
haa =
1
2(α− β)2(α− γ)2
(
5 + 4
(α− γ)
(α− β) + 4
(α− β)
(α− γ)
)
hbb =− 1
(β − α)2(β − γ)2
(
2 + 2
(γ − β)
(γ − α) + 5
(β − γ)
(β − α)
)
hcc =− 1
(γ − α)2(γ − β)2
(
2 + 2
(β − γ)
(β − α) + 5
(γ − β)
(γ − α)
)
hab =− 2
(α− β)2(α− γ)(β − γ)
(
−2 + 5 (β − γ)
(β − α) − 2
(γ − β)
(γ − α)
)
hac =− 2
(α− γ)2(α− β)(γ − β)
(
2− 5(γ − β)
(γ − α) + 2
(β − γ)
(β − α)
)
hbc =
8
(α− β)(α − γ)(β − γ)2
(
1− (β − γ)
(β − α) −
(γ − β)
(γ − α)
)
and . . . represent the classical part Wtree(α) and the diverging pieces that are S-
independent.
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One can now solve the superpotential equations, ∂Weff
∂Si
= 0 for a given splitting N =∑n
i=1Ni. This can be done order by order and gives < Si >=< Si > (a1, . . . , an,Λ). Using
this result one can go back and compute bk = bk(a1, . . . , an,Λ) and Wlow =Weff(< S
′
is >).
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